Performance of 16 (16 g) (n ¼ 103) and 18 gauge (18 g) (n ¼ 101) biopsy needles in transrectal ultrasound (TRUS)-guided 10-core prostate biopsies were compared in terms of cancer detection and pre-defined specimen quality criteria in this prospective randomized study. Cancer detection rates of the two groups were similar, although the mean core volume of 16 g needles was almost twice that of 18 g needles. On the other hand, using 16 g needles significantly improved specimen quality by acquiring less empty cores, small cores and fragmented cores. There were no significant differences among the complication rates and VAS pain scores of the two groups. Sixteen gauge needles can safely be used in TRUS-guided prostate biopsies, as they improve specimen quality without increasing morbidity and patient discomfort.
Introduction
Transrectal ultrasound (TRUS)-guided biopsy, which was developed from a blind finger-guided intervention performed under general anaesthesia to a lesion directed and systematic TRUS-guided biopsy, has become the standard procedure for prostate cancer detection. 1 Various sampling devices and biopsy techniques were used to reach the optimum performance-hazard ratio. The dilemma between higher sensitivity versus higher morbidity (which, in this case, are represented by the amount of tissue to be examined together with a degree of homogeneous sampling of the prostate and complications, respectively) has been going on since the sextant biopsy scheme was first described by Hodge et al. 2 Although more biopsy cores assure higher sensitivity, higher complication rates and poorer patient comfort are well-known major drawbacks. The sextant technique has been thoroughly evaluated in years and was shown to miss a relatively higher number of cancers, causing a significant sampling error. 3 The sensitivity could be improved by increasing the amount of sampled tissue, which in turn could be done either by increasing the number of cores or the amount of tissue per core, and by improving the quality of the biopsy specimens. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] For the last few years, although sextant biopsy scheme is still used by some centres, at least 10-12 core biopsies have been recommended and are being performed by most urologists. 11 Similarly, the quality of the samples could be improved by obtaining more tissue, which could simply be achieved by using needles with longer or larger biopsy cores. 10, 12, 13 Both 16 gauge (16 g) and 18 gauge (18 g) needles work with side-notch technique. Although the core lengths of the two needles are the same (17 mm), owing to the difference in the diameters of the two needles, the core volume of an 18 g needle is 12.18 mm 3 , whereas that of a 16 g needle is 20.25 mm 3 , which means a 75% theoretical increase in core volume.
Eighteen gauge biopsy needles are used as the standard biopsy equipment in most centres. Although some studies are present about needles with different core lengths and sampling techniques such as endcutting versus side-cutting needles, there are no studies in the literature comparing 18 g needles to needles with larger calibres regarding cancer detection rates together with specimen quality. [12] [13] [14] [15] Using 16 g needles may help increase specimen quality by acquiring more undistorted prostatic tissue per core, which in turn may facilitate better pathological examination.
This study evaluates the general performance of 16 g biopsy needles and compares it to that of 18 g needles in 10-core prostate biopsy procedures in terms of certain pre-defined pathological criteria, prostate cancer detection rates and morbidity.
Methods
Between June 2004 and January 2005, 204 prostate biopsy candidates with elevated prostate-specific antigen (PSA) levels (2.6-20 ng ml À1 ) were included in the study. All were first biopsies and no repeat biopsies were included. Patients were randomized into 16 g (group 1, n ¼ 103) and 18 g (group 2, n ¼ 101) groups. Antibiotic prophylaxis was applied with 500 mg ciprofloxacin twice daily, starting 1 day before and continuing for 3 days after the procedure.
Each patient filled the consent form related to the procedure. Transrectal ultrasound imaging was performed by using Hitachi EUB 420 ultrasound system with a 6.5 MHz biplanar probe (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan). After the probe was inserted, the prostate was imaged on the transverse and sagittal planes, and prostate volume (Vp) was calculated by using the ellipsoid formula. Any pathological sonographic findings were noted. TRUSguided systematic 10-core prostate biopsies (sextant þ 2 lateral apex þ 2 far lateral base cores) were obtained from each patient by the same urologist (GI).
Each core was placed in a different tube with a tag indicating the related localization of the prostate. Samples were analysed by the same pathologist regarding diagnosis and specimen quality blindly for needle calibres. Criteria for specimen quality were as follows: presence and number of fragmented cores, number of empty cores (zero biopsy), number of cores with nonprostatic tissue (no glandular or stromal prostatic tissue, but else) and with insufficient prostatic tissue sample for appropriate pathological evaluation, which was defined as core length o5 mm in a non-fragmented specimen (Small biopsy). 13, 14 Morbidity rates were surveyed 1 week after the procedure. Haematuria, rectal bleeding, pain, fever and analgesic requirements were evaluated. Haematuria and rectal bleeding lasting for more than 3 days were considered as persistent haematuria and persistent rectal bleeding.
To assess the differences between the groups, independent samples t-test, Mann-Whitney U and w 2 tests were used. P-values o0.05 were considered as statistically significant.
Results
There were no statistically significant differences among mean patient ages, PSA values and Vp of group 1 and group 2 (Table 1) .
Pathological data concerning the specimen quality were eligible for 143 patients (n ¼ 72 for group 1, n ¼ 71 for group 2), whereas histopathological diagnosis was reported for every patient.
There were significantly smaller number of small biopsy cores in group 1 when compared to group 2 (P ¼ 0.000), which was defined as a core length of o5 mm in a non-fragmented specimen. Sixteen gauge needles obtained adequate amount of prostatic tissue in all biopsy cores of 75% of patients, whereas in group 2 this ratio was 36.6%.
Sixteen gauge needles caused significantly less fragmentation of the biopsy cores when compared to 18 g needles (P ¼ 0.000). In group 1, 52 patients (73.7%) had three or less fragmented cores, whereas in group 2, this ratio was 28 (43.7%). Likewise, there were only two patients (2.8%) in group 1 with five or more fragmented cores, while there were 26 (36%) in group 2.
In group 2, there were significantly more zero biopsy cores than in group 1 (P ¼ 0.036). Only 5 patients (6.9%) in group 1 had one empty core each, whereas 10 patients (14.1%) had one and three patients (4.2%) had two empty cores in group 2.
There were no significant differences between the two groups regarding the per cent of the cores including nonprostatic tissue (P ¼ 0.592).
When patients in group 1 and group 2 were subgrouped with respect to Vp (p40 ml and 440 ml) and their PSA values (2.6-4, 4.1-10 and 10.1-20 ng ml À1 ), the patient distribution was similar (P40.05 for all).
The overall cancer detection rate was 20.1%. Both needles caught similar number of cancers, which were 25 patients (24.3%) for group 1 and 16 patients (15.8%) for group 2 (P ¼ 0.133) ( Table 2 ). This similarity among cancer detection rates continued when patients in each group were further evaluated with respect to Vp (P ¼ 0.133 and P ¼ 0.595 for Vp440 ml and Vpp40 ml, respectively) and PSA ranges (P ¼ 0.129, 0.213 and 0.679 for PSA: 2.6-4, 4.1-10 and 10.1-20 ng ml À1 , respectively). Perceived pain levels were similar in both groups. In group 1, mean VAS pain score was 6.62±1.56, whereas mean VAS score in group 2 was 5.95 ± 1.87 (P ¼ 0.155). Fever occurred in one patient in group 1. Persistent haematuria was observed in 19 patients in group 1 and in 13 patients in group 2 (P ¼ 0.127). Persistent rectal bleeding occurred in nine and seven patients in groups 1 and 2, respectively (P ¼ 0.567).
Discussion
Although several different imaging techniques were studied, TRUS has been the most widely used modality for imaging during prostate biopsies. Likewise, sextant prostate biopsy scheme under TRUS guidance has been used as the standard biopsy procedure at most centres after it was described by Hodge et al.,
2 until certain Sixteen gauge needles in prostate biopsies GH Inal et al sensitivity issues have been reported. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [16] [17] [18] The debate has been going on since then, and various well designed studies have been constructed in an effort to increase the sensitivity of TRUS-guided biopsies without increasing the morbidity and patient discomfort.
At present, it is well known that standard six-core biopsy technique involving six para-sagittal mid-lobar biopsy cores is not sufficient in terms of sensitivity and specificity and that it misses up to 35% of the present cancers. 3, 19 'What is the optimal number of cores to be obtained?' remains the major question that is yet to be answered. It has clearly been shown that added number of cores over the sextant scheme significantly improves cancer detection and that studies with 8, 10, 12 and even 21 cores and with regional biopsy techniques have been published, all demonstrating superior cancer detection rates when compared to sextant biopsies. [4] [5] [6] 19, 20 As the spirit is to achieve the highest cancer detection with minimal possible number of cores, there should be a limit. Gore et al., in their well-designed study, compared classic sextant biopsies to 8-, 10-and 12-core biopsies with different location combinations of the added cores. 20 They demonstrated that two different strategies, both including 10 biopsy cores, caught 95.6 and 98.5% of cancers and are better than 6 or 8, but not worse than 12-core biopsies independent from Vp and PSA level, stating that 10-core biopsies strategy taken in either sets of locations are reasonable schemes with sufficient gland covering and cancer rates. On the basis of evident data and our own experiences, 10-core scheme has been the choice for prostate biopsies in our institution for over 5 years.
Our biopsy scheme does not specifically sample the transition zone, and hence a fair question of missed transition zone cancers could arise. All biopsies in our study were the first set of biopsies and studies showed that with adequate sampling of posterolateral peripheral zone of the prostate, missed transitional zone cancers account for 2% of the total number of cancers and are negligible, 21, 22 concluding that transition zone sampling in the first set of biopsies is not necessary.
Effects of increased amount of sampled tissue and sampling homogeneity were evaluated by increasing the number of biopsy cores and sampling some specific localizations of the prostate such as anterolateral horns or visible lesions. It is obvious that one other way of increasing the amount of sampled tissue is to increase the tissue volume obtained per biopsy core, which can be achieved by increasing the length, the diameter or both. Sampling devices with different cutting techniques and core lengths have been studied. [12] [13] [14] [15] Moreover, a preliminary ex vivo study evaluated the comparison of cancer detection rates of 16 and 18 g biopsy needles on radical prostatectomy specimens, 9 but as far as we know, there are no prospective randomized studies in the literature that evaluate the performance of biopsy needles with calibres larger than 18 g. It has been reported that long-core needles with end-cutting technique do not improve cancer detection, 12 and their effects on tissue quality are controversial. Ozen et al. 12 and Patel et al. 13 reported higher glandular coverage and better specimen quality with more abundant prostatic tissue obtained and less fragmentation, whereas Baltaci et al.
14 found higher small biopsy (o5 mm) and similar fragmentation rates when compared to standard 18 g needles. All three authors agreed on high failure (zero biopsy) rates as high as 27%, which were probably due to the 'end-cutting' technique, not the increased length of the biopsy cores.
In our study, we evaluated the effects of increasing the core volume by increasing the needle calibre on cancer detection rates and pre-defined specimen quality parameters. Sixteen gauge needles performed better than 18 g needles, especially in terms of specimen quality criteria, although cancer detection rate was not significantly improved. Sixteen gauge needles caused significantly lower small biopsy and zero biopsy rates and less fragmentation.
Sixteen gauge needles did not significantly increase the detection of high-grade prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia as well. Another entity, atypical small acinar proliferation was not statistically evaluated, as it was not routinely reported by our pathology department during the early phase of our study, so related data is insufficient. Patients with both high-grade prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia and atypical small acinar proliferation were excluded from the study as repeat biopsies were needed, which could be the subjects for other studies. All of our patients had histological benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), and at least one of the noncancer cores of each patient included hyperplastic prostatic tissue.
It was previously shown by some studies that the amount of tissue in a biopsy core correlates with cancer rates. Iczkowzki et al. 8 showed that both the total length of the cores and the length of each biopsy core individually correlate with the detection of non-benign pathological conditions in sextant prostate biopsies. Moreover, Fink et al. 9 demonstrated that 16 g needles increase cancer detection rates both in sextant biopsies and in 10-core biopsies when four far lateral cores are added in an ex vivo model. Although 16 g needles were shown to increase cancer detection ex vivo, in our study cancer detection rate did not significantly improve with 16 g needles despite the higher amount and quality of the specimen acquired. This may be due to a statistically insignificant imbalance in patient distribution between the groups, even though the groups were not significantly different with respect to age, Vp and PSA. However, increasing the number of patients may help to expose this expected difference.
Although higher morbidity rates and VAS pain scores would be expected with 16 g needles because of the increased needle calibre, rates of fever, haematuria and rectal bleeding as well as VAS pain scores were similar in both groups.
When their major advantage over 18 g needles of obtaining higher quality specimens without increasing the morbidity and pain during the biopsies is considered, the usage of 16 g needles in TRUS-guided prostate biopsies may be safely recommended.
Conclusion
Although the use of 16 gauge needles does not increase cancer detection, it significantly improves specimen quality without increasing morbidity and patient discomfort when compared to 18 g needles in TRUS-guided 10-core prostate biopsies.
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